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Live Webinar Q&A Sheet: 

Upcycling polyolefins into value-added thermoplastics, 

assisted by SEC-MALS 
 

The recorded webinar may be viewed from the SEC-MALS webinars page. These questions were 

submitted by live viewers. Additional information on SEC-MALS, DLS, CG-MALS, and FFF may be found in 

the Wyatt website Resources section under Webinars, Application Notes, and Bibliography, as well as on 

the corresponding Product page and Solutions page of our web site.  

Please contact info@wyatt.com with any additional questions.  

Q: When you use a DAWN MALS detector with an EcoSEC high-temperature GPC, which software 

controls the experiment and analyzes the results? 

A: Tosoh’s EcoSEC High Temperature GPC Workstation software controls the GPC method and 

injections while Wyatt’s ASTRA® software controls the data collection. Hardwired connections 

between the Tosoh EcoSEC and Wyatt’s DAWN® multi-angle light scattering instrument transmit 

the auto-inject and refractive index detector signals from the EcoSEC to ASTRA. 

Q: What is the benefit of including a viscometer in the GPC-MALS detector set? 

A: Viscometric data, together with concentration from the refractive index or infrared detector, 

yield intrinsic viscosity, which is a fundamental property of polymers. In combination with 

absolute molar mass from MALS, GPC-MALS can calculate Mark-Houwink-Sakurada coefficients 

and hydrodynamic radius Rh, which cannot be obtained by MALS-RI detection alone. 

Hydrodynamic radius is of particular value for smaller polymers, since rms radius (a.k.a. radius of 

gyration Rg) can only be determined directly by MALS (and independently of molar mass) if it is 

above 10 nm.  

Plotting either intrinsic viscosity, Rg or Rh versus molar mass generates a concentration plot, 

whose slope is indicative of molecular conformation and architecture. With additional 

information on the molar mass-size relationship of a linear analog of the polymer under study, it 

is possible to perform branching analysis in ASTRA software. Wyatt offers the ViscoStar® 

differential viscometer which is suitable for solution temperatures up to 70 °C.  

Q: How do you get branching information from GPC-MALS? 

A: There are two ways to obtain branching information. For low-molecular-weight polymers, you 

need to have a MALS detector and a differential viscometer alongside your concentration 

detector. Using the intrinsic viscosity measured for your branched polymer together with that of 
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a linear analog, ASTRA can calculate the branching ratio g’ as the ratio of the intrinsic viscosities 

for each molar mass fraction. This results in a plot of branching ratio as a function of molar mass.  

For higher-molecular-weight polymers, the corresponding branching ratio g is defined as the ratio 

of the mean square radius of a branched polymer to the mean square radius of a linear polymer 

of the same molar mass, so the viscometer is not needed. The radius of the polymer samples is 

measurable by MALS for samples above 10 nm in radius, though the data for the linear analog 

may often be culled from the literature and entered directly into ASTRA. Similarly, the software 

will plot g versus molar mass. 

Q: Does GPC-MALS have any advantages or disadvantages versus universal calibration? 

A: While universal calibration for determining relative molar mass may be useful for comparison 

with data from literature or prior experiments performed without a MALS detector, there are 

many advantages to using a MALS detector with your GPC system. Firstly, a MALS detector 

enables absolute molar mass characterization. In a single run, you can obtain molar mass results 

without the need to first run a set of molecular standards. Absolute molar mass determination 

removes the assumptions associated with universal calibration that we discussed earlier in my 

introductory presentation, including non-ideal column interactions.  

There are some cases where universal calibration might be preferable over GPC-MALS: samples 

that are index-matched to the solvent (dn/dc = 0) and those that fluoresce heavily under the 

MALS laser wavelength (660 nm, or 785 nm for the IR version). Combining GPC-MALS with a 

differential viscometer gives you the choice of options and orthogonal methods. 

Q: Can GPC-MALS characterize olefin monomers and oligomers? 

A: Generally, olefin monomers are too low in molar mass to be measured by MALS. Depending on 

the size and concentration, oligomers can sometimes be characterized. The lower molar mass 

limit is officially specified as 200 g/mol, but detection of small species are largely dependent on 

sufficiently high concentration. 

Q: What is the upper molar mass limit for polymer analysis by MALS? 

A:   The upper molar mass limit for polymer analysis by MALS is 109 g/mol for the DAWN and  

107 g/mol for the miniDAWN®.  

Q: How do you select an angular model like Zimm, Berry or Debye for MALS analysis of different 

polymers? 

A:   The Zimm model is usually preferred for smaller polymers with Rg of 10 – 40 nm, and the Berry 

model for larger polymers. The Debye model is best to cover a broad range overlapping both 

those ranges. 
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Q: How does functionalization affect MALS signals? Does it change dn/dc? 

A:   Functionalizing polymers may alter the dn/dc value and, thus, affect the MALS signal and data 

processing. In order to obtain accurate molar masses (and accurate concentration values when 

using an RI detector), an accurate dn/dc value must be determined. The dn/dc value can be 

estimated if you know the weight% and dn/dc of the functional groups, but the most accurate 

approach is to measure dn/dc directly, usually by means of injecting known concentrations or 

known mass quantities into a refractive index detector. 

Q: Can I accurately measure a polymer’s radius if some of the size distribution is below 10 nm radius 

and some is above 10 nm radius? 

A: While MALS cannot absolutely measure a rms radius below 10 nm, ASTRA has a result fitting 

procedure that can extrapolate radius information below 10 nm if the size distribution extends 

above 10 nm in radius. This assumes a linear distribution of radii and its accuracy depends largely 

on the chromatography. Alternatively, combine with online viscometry to extend the size range: 

the rms radius of a polymer can be estimated in ASTRA from intrinsic viscosity and molar mass. 

Q: What is the upper size limit for rms radius determination when using MALS? 

A:   In flow mode, the DAWN can measure radii up to 500 nm. This does depend on the GPC flow 

rate. With shape-specific models such as random coil or sphere, radii up to 1 µm can be obtained. 

Q: What is the advantage of combining online DLS data with MALS data? 

A:   Obtaining both DLS and MALS data can provide shape information. In ASTRA’s EASI graph, you 

can plot rms radius vs. hydrodynamic radius to obtain some conformation information. DLS is 

primarily used with nanoparticles and proteins. There are some advanced applications of DLS for 

polymer characterization, but differential viscometry is generally preferred over DLS to obtain 

size and conformation since it is more sensitive and the data collection interval is shorter. 

Q: What are the challenges when using Wyatt’s UHT MALS detector with a high-temperature GPC 

system? 

A:   The main challenge involves maintenance required when the system’s temperature is brought 

back down to ambient for service. All o-rings in the flow cell apparatus need to be changed 

before the system is heated back up. This is generally handled by a Wyatt field service engineer 

or application scientist during the annual preventative maintenance. 

 


